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DUAL CONTROL
GVM: 12,000 - 24,000kg
GCM: 20,000 - 36,000kg

Be seated
close to the action.
We purpose build our Dual Control trucks to Isuzu Australia specifications. No retro-fitting. So what
you get is a factory backed cab chassis from Australia’s no.1 truck company. A package you simply
can’t get anywhere else. So when it comes to choosing your Dual Control truck, there isn’t much to
think twice about.

Garbage guts.

SPECIFICATIONS
GVM
(kg)

GCM
(kg)

ENGINE

POWER
(kW@RPM)

TORQUE
(Nm@RPM)

TRANSMISSION
(GEARS/TYPE)

WHEELBASE
(mm)

FSR 120-260 Dual Control

12,000

20,000

6HK1-TCC

191 @ 2,400

761 @ 1,450

6-speed automatic

3,790

suspension which means a lower tare weight than our competitors.

FSR 140-260 Dual Control

14,000

20,000

6HK1-TCC

191 @ 2,400

761 @ 1,450

6-speed automatic

3,790

The result? Up to 300kgs extra per load, so you make less trips,

FVD 165-300 Dual Control

16,500

32,000

6HK1-TCS

221 @ 2,400

981 @ 1,450

6-speed automatic

5,550

lowering both operating costs and emissions.

FVY 240-300 MWB Dual Control

24,000

36,000

6HK1-TCS

221 @ 2,400

981 @ 1,450

6-speed automatic

4,410

FVY 240-300 LWB Dual Control

24,000

36,000

6HK1-TCS

221 @ 2,400

981 @ 1,450

6-speed automatic

6,470

FVZ 240-300 MWB Dual Control

24,000

36,000

6HK1-TCS

221 @ 2,400

981 @ 1,450

6-speed automatic

4,410

FVZ 240-300 MLWB Dual Control

24,000

36,000

6HK1-TCS

221 @ 2,400

981 @ 1,450

6-speed automatic

5,300

MODEL
DUAL CONTROL MODELS

Our new FVY Dual Control comes with Hendrickson airbag rear

FVY

FVY

FVY

Note: The above chart is a brief representation of the chassis specifications within the Isuzu dual control model range. For a detailed understanding of the model and specification variants, please refer to the
applicable Isuzu model Specification Sheet. Subject to the conditions outlined in the IAL New Vehicle Warranty, the dual control models carry a standard factory warranty as above. Extended Care may be
purchased to cover the owner against the failure of original components, but may exclude some components and expendable items such as oil, filters etc. Isuzu Roadside Assistance is valid for three years
from the date of new vehicle purchases. Our goods and services come with guarantees that cannot be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law. For major failures with the service, you are entitled: to
cancel your service contract with us; and to a refund for the unused portion, or to compensation for its reduced value. You are also entitled to choose a refund or replacement for major failures with goods.
If a failure with the goods or a service does not amount to a major failure, you are entitled to have the failure rectified in a reasonable time. If this is not done you are entitled to a refund for the goods and to
cancel the contract for the service and obtain a refund of any unused portion. You are also entitled to be compensated for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or damage from a failure in the goods or
service. For more details visit the Isuzu website which explains Isuzu Warranties in more detail, or alternatively contact your local dealer. All warranties commence from date of delivery. °Refer to Extended
Care Brochure.

IDENTICAL TWIN
STEERING.

B U I LT W I T H P U R P O S E .
No matter which way you spin it, retro-fitting a standard truck with

There’s a lot that goes on behind a steering wheel, and Isuzu have

dual control is asking it to do something it was never designed to do.

spent decades refining the way our trucks handle. This is a purpose

And you might be voiding your warranty in the process. Isuzu’s Dual

built truck. There are no modifications made to the steering system

Control Trucks are purpose built to Isuzu Australia specs. So you get the

under the cab. Left-hand side steering input is transferred through

reliability that Isuzu is famous for, as well as the support of a full factory

a gear driven cross shaft mounted inside of the cab. The steering

warranty. And that’s something that you can’t simply sweep aside.

columns also adjust in unison (rake angle only), so you can always
steer from the optimum position whether you’re manning the left
or right wheel.

COMMANDING
PERFORMANCE.

SAFETY IN NUMBERS.
Safety has always been a key component of any Isuzu Truck, and our
Dual Control range is no different. For starters, our cabs feature a

Isuzu’s reliability is legendary. And while long-term durability is one

RHS driver airbag and seatbelt pre-tensioner, anti-lock braking, a

thing, you also need the grunt to get the job done in the here and

Front Underrun Protection Device (FUPD), reversing camera, blind

now. With peak power reaching 221kW (300PS), the Isuzu 6HK1

spot monitoring, double side-intrusion bars, and heavy duty non-slip

six-cylinder diesel will share your load with ease. And when partnered

entry steps.

with an Allison automatic transmission, it delivers a performance
unrivalled in its class.

ALL THINGS
BEING EQUAL.
Performance and reliability aren’t the only benefits of having a
purpose built Isuzu Dual Control Truck, there’s also the cabin.
Firstly, you get the supremely comfortable ISRI 6860 suspension
seat. On both sides of the cab. But that’s not the only place you’ll
be seeing double, as you’ve also got dual instrument clusters.
And with electric mirrors and cruise control to boot, it’s the most
impressive Dual Control cab you can buy – no two ways about it.

A GRANDSTAND VIEW.
Isuzu Dual Control Trucks feature fully operative dual steering wheels,
so you’ll never be far from the action. The centre seat has been removed,
allowing for a purpose designed central control unit featuring
transmission, ignition and positioning switches, along with anything
else you might require. So whether you’re sweeping streets or heading
back to base, you’ll always be in the box seat with Isuzu Dual Control.

Isuzu Care.
Reliability means so much more than just a mechanically reliable
truck. Isuzu Care is the most comprehensive customer care truck
programme ever seen in Australia, offering a suite of innovative
support services and a level of customer care that’s setting new
industry standards. Wherever you are, Care’s as close as a freecall
to 1800 035 640.

ISUZU
EXTENDED CARE.
Isuzu Extended Care* provides a two-year extension to Isuzu’s
three-year factory warranty. As well as the five-year factory
warranty, you’ll also receive five years of Isuzu’s customer care
programme and Isuzu Assist. Available when you buy your truck,
it’s the ultimate peace-of-mind.
*At additional cost.

ISIS.
Isuzu Sales Information System (ISIS for short) is a software program
the dealer will use to help you select the right truck and body for
your application. Once it’s been programmed with your requirements,
ISIS simulates how the truck will perform in terms of its weight
distribution, available power and other performance characteristics.
So with ISIS, you’re sure to find your most suitable match.

ISUZU
RO A D S I D E A S S I S T.
Isuzu Assist is a 3-year, 24-hour roadside assistance program that
comes at no extra cost with all new Isuzu trucks. And while our
trucks are renowned for their reliability, even if you run out of fuel,
lose your keys, get a flat tyre (or battery), Isuzu Assist will be there
to sort it out. Just freecall 1800 947 898.

MAKE STRESS
FREE SERVICING
A P R I O R I T Y.
There is nothing more crucial than maintaining a healthy fleet, so we’ve
created a ‘stress free’ service in Isuzu Priority*. Knowing that the
lifeblood of your business is under control, and in the best hands,
provides true peace of mind and allows you to spend more time
doing what you do best – building and growing your business.
*At additional cost.

PRIORITY
SERVICE
AGREEMENTS

